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Abstract:
This document introduces key concepts of the folder replication (file-level
remote replication) feature on EonStor GS/GSe and demonstrates the detailed
configuration process with EonOne.
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Preface

Preface
The purpose of this application note is to provide users with knowledge on the working
mechanisms and steps related to the use of the folder replication feature with the EonStor GS/GSe
storage systems. Infortrend continues to develop the best storage solutions to fulfill customers’
expectations and requirements and periodically releases information about hard- and software
updates online. Therefore, Infortrend recommends users check the official website for latest news,
the customer support system for latest firmware and software, or, in the case of a product
malfunction or a feature that is not working as intended, contact an Infortrend technical support
professional.

Audience
This Application Note is intended for Infortrend customers, partners, and employees who are
installing and/or configuring the EonStor GS/GSe systems.

What’s in This Guide
This guide contains the following topics:
“About the folder replication feature” explains the mechanisms of the folder replication feature.
“Architecture Overview” lists the system topologies that use the folder replication feature on
EonStor GS/GSe storage systems.
“Target Usage Scenario” demonstrates common use cases for folder replication.
“Deploy the Solution” demonstrates how to connect folders via Rsync protocol on EonStor GS/GSe
storage system.

What You Should Know Before Reading
This Application Note assumes that you are familiar with basic server, storage, and networking
concepts and configurations.
Users should meet regional compliance and data residency requirements, by choosing the region in
which your data is physically located. Please refer to the detailed information from your chosen
remote site NAS storage.
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About the Folder Replication
What is Folder Replication?
Folder replication, also known as asynchronous file replication, allows users to create an identical
backup copy of an EonStor GS/GSe system (source) to a device (target) located at a physical
distance through the Rsync protocol. Infortrend EonStor GS/GSe storage systems follow this
protocol to meet the mainstream of remote replication mechanism of a Network Attached Storage
(NAS). With this mechanism, the target device is able to restore data and network services to its
previous backup state.
In folder replication, data replication is carried out in asynchronous mode, wherein the data is
updated periodically in bulk (only the differences will be copied), thus preserving system resource
for data transmissions. To deploy folder replication, the storage space of the target device, which
could be another EonStor GS/GSe system or a 3rd party NAS device, must be equal to or larger than
that of the source storage system.

Local Site

Remote Site

Source Folder

LAN/WAN
Rsync

EonStor GS/GSe

Target Folder

EonStor GS/GSe

Folder replication over LAN/ WAN via the Rsync protocol

Why Infortrend Folder replication
Organizations or big enterprises may deploy huge archived database, meaning that data
management plays a critical role. With the increasing amounts of data, it is essential for enterprises
to find an effective solution to manage their confidential information and valuable assets to
prevent unpredictable storage system failures. To tackle the issue, the concept of storage remote
replication has emerged. However, the traditional data backup may contain immense data
migration, but does not retain the entire user’s directory information. Consequently, IT veterans
have to reconfigure the complicate deployment after data transfer.
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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To solve the problem, Infortrend folder replication offers robust folder-based remote replication,
which includes across-network folder access control list (ACL) transformation to ensure the
consistency between two different sites. It performs unidirectional data mirroring, asynchronies
files going from local to remote storage through customized schedules set. It not only ensures users
complete data backup function, but also keeps the system in an operating condition with minimum
downtime.

Benefits
Security
Nowadays, technology is continuing to accelerate, there are more demands for efficient data
transmission and database storage capacity in response to different solution industries like media
& entertainment. Therefore, data transmission plays a vital role and needs to be more secured over
the network. But how do we address more security upon data? Infortrend folder replication
technique provides SSH encryption to ensure data security over network, in this way, maximizes
user experience for efficient data backup on EonStor GS/GSe system.

Local Site

Remote Site
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Source Folder

Target Folder

With Folder Encryption

EonStor GS/GSe

EonStor GS/GSe
Folder replication with encryption technology

Efficiency
Traditionally, enterprise database backups could contain immense data migration, it can be time
consuming, overweighing great burden upon users. With Infortrend folder replication, data will be
compressed during transmission to expedite the migration and decompressing process on the
target storage system.
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Local Site

Raw Data

Remote Site

Compressed Data

Decompressed Data

Source Folder

Target Folder

EonStor GS/GSe

EonStor GS/GSe

Folder replication with compression technology

Sparse File Handling
Sparse files are files that contain large amounts of zeros. To optimize the capacity usage on the
target storage and transmission efficiency, the intelligent folder replication can efficiently deal with
sparse files and speed up the data transfer by merging the data.

Local Site

Remote Site

Sparse File

Merged Data

Sparse File
Source Folder

Target Folder

EonStor GS/GSe

EonStor GS/GSe

Folder replication handles sparse files efficiently
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Data Consistency
Folder replication ensures data content structure is identical after migration from (source) device
to (target) device, in this way, IT veterans are able to maintain and continue operation when
primary system fails. Furthermore, there is an optional way to keep data consistency is by applying
unidirectional data mirroring functionality, this technique makes sure target replicated files are
“mirrored” from the source site without using up any capacity, otherwise the capacity usage of the
target folder can be clogged up with files.
Imagine that local site consists of data folders B, C and D, while remote site contains data folders E,
F and G. Data mirroring mechanism has a function: “delete other files on remote destination”, if
this function is enabled, for instance files B, C and D on the Local Site will be transmitted to the
Remote Site, while discarding E, F and G files for overall consistency.

LAN/WAN
Rsync

Local Site

Remote Site

ACL

With ACL Transfer
Source Folder

Target Folder

B

E

B

C

F

C

D

G

D

Folder replication deletes other files on remote destination
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Imagine now both local and remote site consists files B, C and D. As in this case, the files are the
same from the local site to the remote site, retaining all the original files.
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Local Site

Remote Site

ACL

With ACL Transfer
Source Folder

Target Folder

B

B

C

C
D

D

Folder replication keeps the files on both sites consistent

Flexibility
Infortrend EonStor GS/GSe storage systems provide diverse host connectivity for file-level (NAS)
through 1 Gb and 10 Gb Ethernet channels simultaneously. Thus, users can select a data channel of
controller(s) for folder replication depending on their storage system’s workload and performance
requirements. However, if user wants to replicate all the folders on the source site, the system may
automatically select the data channels because these source folders may reside on the pools and
assigned to different controllers.
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Local Site

Remote Site

SAN

SAN
LAN/WAN

File
Replication

Source Folder

EonStor GS/GSe
1 GbE

Target Folder

EonStor GS/GSe
10 GbE

Arbitrary Network Connection

EonStor GS/GSe provide various host connectivity for folder replication
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Architecture Overview
In this section, we will demonstrate the architecture to configure folder replication based on
different scenarios. Note the prerequisite for deploying folder replication is that the storage
capacity of the target device must equal to or larger than the source storage system.

EonStor GS/GSe as a Backup Source
In this scenario, folders or data on the EonStor GS/GSe storage system are the original source for
backup. The following figure depicts a solution architecture in which the folder on premise is used
for backup and remote replication. The target storage device could be another EonStor GS/GSe
system or a 3rd party NAS device. If the target device is also an EonStor GS/GSe system, the link of
folder replication feature will automatically be encrypted.
For detailed instructions, please see the “deploy the solution” section.

Local Site

Remote Site
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Source Folder

Target Folder

Target Storage
Device
EonStor GS/GSe
EonStor GS/GSe as the source device

EonStor GS/GSe as a Backup Target
In this scenario, the EonStor GS/GSe storage system serves as the target repository for backup. The
following figure shows a solution architecture in which folders on premise are used for backup.
Likewise, the source device may be another EonStor GS/GSe system or a 3rd party NAS device.
However, whether to enable ACL transformation and folder encryption during replication depends
on the capabilities of the source storage system.
For detailed instructions, please see the “deploy the solution” section.
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Local Site

Remote Site
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Source Folder

Target Folder

Source Storage
Device
EonStor GS/GSe
EonStor GS/GSe as the target device

Note: The EonStor GS/GSe is capable of retrieving the ACL information of source storage system.
Therefore, whether the ACL can be successfully transmitted via the folder replication depends on
the capability of the source storage system as well as the compatibility between the source
storage system and EonStor GS/GSe.
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Target Usage Scenario
Data Migration
As technology grows, data migration becomes a challenge, more and more IT veterans replace
their storage systems with more powerful storage systems. However, storage replacement between
different platforms or vendors is increasing significantly; this complicated transplant procedure can
lead to potential data loss. With folder replication, users are less bothered with data migration
compatible issues, storage systems can perform data migration with just a few clicks right away.

Local Site
Source Folder

EonNAS

Remote Site
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Target Folder

EonStor GS/GSe

Data migration from EonNAS to EonStor GS/GSe using folder replication

Data Backup
The main purpose of folder replication is to provide remote site data backup of the primary site by
leveraging its complete data-mirroring feature. The target storage is woken online and takes over
the workload at the exact moment of the primary site. Infortrend folder replication also supports
data transmission between different storage systems, which provides a flexible backup
configuration as long as the 3rd party storage supports Rsync protocol. Therefore, users can enjoy
protected data backup without system restrictions and downtime.
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Local Site

Remote Site
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Source Folder

Target Folder

With Folder Encryption

ACL

ACL

3rd Party Storage System

EonStor GS/GSe

rd

EonStor GS/GSe as the source using folder replication with 3 party NAS

[Note] Infortrend also provides Block Replication (block-level remote replication feature) in SAN
architecture. Please refer to EonStor GS Block Replication Feature Guide (Application Note).

System Maintenance
For a storage device, system maintenance or facility upgrade is an essential routine for long-term
data archival. However, the service may become unavailable and the data within the system may
inevitably become inaccessible. To such circumstance, folder replication is a great solution for IT
administrators since it seamlessly takes over the workload of the primary system and reduces
management issue.
Local Site

Remote Site
LAN/WAN
Rsync

Source Folder

Target Folder

With Folder Encryption

Administrator

EonStor GS/GSe

 Users can access the
 System is forced to turn
same folder from
off for maintenance and
remote storage system
the folder is inaccessible.
without data loss.

EonStor GS/GSe
 Remote storage takes
over the workload as it
receives the alarm from
the primary system.

Using folder replication during primary system maintenance
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Deploy the Solution
In this section, we will demonstrate the procedures to configure folder replication step by step.
Based on the aforementioned architecture overview, here we will provide the solutions for two
scenarios. In the first scenario, we will replicate a folder from one EonStor GS/GSe to another. In
the second scenario, we will replicate a folder from an EonNAS storage system (or a third-party
storage system) to an EonStor GS/GSe system.

EonStor GS/GSe as a Backup Source
In this scenario, we will demonstrate folder replication from a local EonStor GS/GSe storage system
to a remote EonStor GS/GSe, by using the proprietary EonOne software.

Remote Site

Local Site

Start to configure
Folder Replication

Select a source
folder

Set a file-level
channel
Set user privilege

Create a file-level
volume on a pool

Connect with
target folder
Create replication
schedule
Complete
configuration

Create a target
shared folder
The workflow of deploying folder replication using EonStor GS/GSe as the source
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Step 1. Channel Settings
Before deploying folder replication, make sure that both the local and remote EonStor GS/GSe
devices are connected via file-level data channels. Go to EonOne  Settings  Access  Channel
& network to configure the settings. Note that the default channel settings on the EonStor GS/GSe
devices are set to block level.

Set a file-level data channel

Step 2. User Settings
The folder replication requires a target folder accessible to at least one user. To create a user, go to
EonOne  Settings  Privilege  Users, click Add, and create a user account and set the quota.
Note: If you already have a user account, skip this step.

Create a local user account

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Step 3. Create a Shared Folder
To allocate a replication repository, you have to create a storage volume and create a shared folder
on the target EonStor GS/GSe. For detailed storage pool and volume configurations, please see the
EonOne software user manual. To create a shared folder on both the source and target sites, go to
EonOne  Settings  Privilege  Shared folders, click Add and finish the settings. Remember to
assign privilege to at least one user when editing the folder. Note: If you already have a shared
folder, skip this step.

Create a shared folder

Step 4. Create a Folder Replication Pair
Before starting conducting folder replication, you need to configure a folder replication pair. Go to
EonOne  Settings  Scheduling & Backup  Replication  Folder replication and click Create
a replication pair.

Create a replication pair

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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On the pop-up window, name the replication pair and click Next.

Specify a replication pair name

On the next page, select the source folder from the drop-down list, and the system will
automatically select the corresponding data channel based on the controller assignment. You can
also select Auto and the system will automatically select the data channel for data transmission.
Click Next to proceed.

Select a source folder and data channel

On the next page top, select EonStor GS/GSe for the rsync target storage type. You will find that
the security level is automatically specified and the port is assigned to a default number 22. If you
select an Rsync compatible server (3rd party device), add an accessible port number to the target
IP address and fill in the information of the target folder.
Then, provide information of the target folder listed at EonOne  Settings  Privilege  Shared
folders. On the page bottom, you can also use the options mentioned in the Benefits section for
further adjustment. For example, you can have the ACL information duplicated to the target
storage system by checking Duplicate ACL settings of the source folder to target. When the setup
is complete, click Next to check the settings and then click OK to finish the settings.

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Target folder settings

Target folder directory

Step 5. Execute Folder Replication
Execute Replication Manually
Once the folder replication pair is created, you can find it in the replication pair list. To start folder
replication, select the replication pair from the list and click Start folder replication. After the
process is complete, the system will show the last replicate time for your reference.
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Start folder replication

To pause the replication process, click Stop folder replication.

Stop folder replication

Create a Replication Schedule
In addition to manual execution, you can also configure a schedule for folder replication, with an
interval no less than ten minutes. To create a folder replication schedule, go to EonOne  Settings
 Scheduling & Backup  Replication  Replication schedule, and click Create replication
schedule.

Create a replication schedule

Then, select Folder replication as the replication type and click Next to proceed.

Select replication type

Next, select an existing replication pair and click Next.
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Select a replication pair

Then, specify all the schedule parameters on the page, including Schedule name, Start date and
time, Activate frequency, and Termination policy. Finally, a schedule summary will show up for
you to confirm the settings. Click OK to complete the folder replication schedule setup.

Schedule summary

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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EonStor GS/GSe as a Backup Target
In this scenario, we will demonstrate folder replication using EonStor GS/GSe as the target storage
and EonNAS as the source storage. Even though the source storage is not an EonStor GS/GSe
system, you still have to set up a folder on the target EonStor GS/GSe system for successful
replication.

Remote Site

Start to configure
Folder Replication
Set a file-level
channel
Set user privilege
Create a file-level
volume on a pool
Create a target
shared folder
Enable Rsync
target services

Create connection
to the target
Set a replication
schedule
Complete
configuration
Local Site

Add a Rsync
target
The workflow of deploying folder replication using EonStor GS/GSe as the target
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Step 1. Channel Settings
Before you start deploying folder replication, make sure that both the source and target storage
systems are connected via file-level data channels. Go to EonOne  Settings  Access  Channel
& network to configure the settings. Note that the default channel settings on EonStor GS/GSe are
set to block-level.

Set one file-level data channel

Step 2. User Settings
The folder replication requires a target folder accessible to at least one user. To create a user, go to
EonOne  Settings  Privilege  Users, click Add and create a user account and set the quota.
Note: If you already have a user account, skip this step.

Create a local user account

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Step 3. Create a Shared Folder
To allocate a replication repository, you have to create a storage volume and create a shared folder
on the target EonStor GS/GSe. For detailed storage pool and volume configurations, please see the
EonOne software user manual. To create a shared folder, go to EonOne  Settings  Privilege 
Shared folders, click Add and finish the settings. Remember to assign privilege to at least one user
when editing the folder. Note: If you already have a shared folder, skip this step.

Create a shared folder

Step 4. Enable Rsync Target Services
To enable an EonStor GS/GSe as a folder replication target, go to EonOne  Settings  Access 
Network services  Rsync target. First, turn on the Rsync target service function and allow user
access to the target folder by filling in the user’s Username and Password. The default port number
is 873. Click Save to save the settings.

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Rsync target settings

Step 5. Add an Rsync Target
Next, go to the Rsync target section, and click Add Rsync target.

Add Rsync target

In the pop-up dialog, click Browse to select a target folder where you want to store the replicated
data and specify a share name for the Rsync target. Click Add to finish the settings.

Select a Rsync target folder

Finally, confirm the settings at the page bottom. The share name and folder path will be displayed
on the page.
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Rsync target configured

Step 6. Create a Connection to the Target
Now, go to the 3rd party target device that supports the rsync protocol. Here we will use the
EonNAS system for demonstration. Go to Side bar  Backup  Remote Replication and click Add
to add a new folder replication schedule.

Add folder replication schedule on EonNAS

Select the source folder and specify the target storage information in the pop-up window. Note
that the backup source server must be a third party device or an Infortrend device other than
EonStor GS/GSe. After scheduling your backup task, click OK to finish the settings.

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Remote Replication schedule on EonNAS

Finally, verify the settings and status on the schedule page.

Summary of remote replication schedule on EonNAS

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Conclusion
Infortrend folder replication provides the technical capability to implement an efficient data
backup and disaster recovery solution. Remote replication leverages easy and reliable Rsync
protocol to synchronize files between local and remote sites with minimal disruption of the host
performance. Infortrend storage systems provide robust storage solutions to protect users’ data
located both in the production source and in the backup target folder. They also provide a high
data transportation rate with data compression technology, leading to excellent system’s overall
performance and significantly accelerate the backup process.

Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Folder replication with ACL from EonNAS to EonStor GS/GSe
In this section, we will demonstrate the procedures to migrate data via folder replication with ACL
from EonNAS to EonStor GS/GSe. Unlike the aforementioned procedures to set EonStor GS as a
backup target, here we will demonstrate how to perform folder replication along with the ACL via
the Infortrend command line interface (CLI).
[Note] Please note that since EonNAS and EonStor GS/GSe use different file systems, the ACL
settings may have some changes after data migration.
[Note] The firmware requirement for EonStor GS/GSe is version after 1.32A.09. Please make sure
you have upgraded to the latest version.

Architecture Overview
Before you start migrating data from EonNAS to EonStor GS/GSe, you should be aware of the
differences between the two systems which could result in some changes to the data.

Data Structure
To prevent potential inconsistencies, EonStor GS/GSe will keep the same data structure and ACL
information as EonNAS after applying folder replication.
LAN/WAN
Rsync with ACL Transfer
ACL

EonNAS
Source Folder

EonStor GS

The target folder keeps the same Target Folder
settings as the source folder
B

B

C

C
D

D

Data structure of folder replication from EonNAS to EonStor GS/GSe
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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ACL Limitation
Due to the incompatibility between the file systems of EonNAS and EonStor GS/GSe, the role of
ACL and user ID may be changed. Therefore, we will explain the differences using a comparison
table between their file systems. Please check whether your EonNAS system's properties are out of
limits.
User/Group ID
In the file system, each user or group has its own identification number. However, the default ID
numbers of users and groups on EonNAS start from 101 (G model) and 100 (R model), while the
user and group ID numbers both start from 100001 on EonStor GS/GSe. As such, we have to
apply the user and group ID mapping manually. The following chart shows the ID number
relationship between the two systems. For example, we will map the 1st user on EonNAS G
model (uid=101) to the uid 100101 on EonStor GS/GSe, the 2nd user on EonNAS G model
(uid=102) to the uid 100102 on EonStor GS/GSe and so on.
EonNAS


EonStor GS/GSe

Root user (admin)

uid = 0

uid = 0

Group : users

gid = 1

gid = 100

Other users

uid = 101, 102, ... Etc

uid = 100101, 100102,...etc

Other users
(special case)

uid > 100000

uid = N/A
(Which may conflict with the
uid of the first user on GS/GSe:
100001 )

Other groups

gid = 100, 101, ... etc

gid = 100100, 100101,...etc

Domain user/group

uid/gid > 11000000

same as EonNAS

Table of user and group ID mapping

[Note] User and group ID can be the same since the system identifies them in different ways.
[Note] Note that an ID conflict may occur when:
The ID number used on EonNAS G model exceeds 100000 (i.e. 99900 users, which may be an
unrealistic number of users), the next user will have uid 100001, which will be the same as the uid
of the 1st user on EonStor GS/GSe, resulting in a conflict.
The number of users on EonStor GS/GSe exceeds 99, the 100th user will have uid 100100, which
will correspond to the uid to be used for the 1st user on EonNAS R model in the mapping, also
resulting in a conflict.
Copyright © 2017 Infortrend Technology, Inc. All rights reserved.
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File ACL
Since the file system on EonStor GS/GSe is based on Linux, the ACL has only three parameters.
Note that the properties of the parameters may vary depending on the data structure which is
shown in the table below.

Parameters Action

For Directory

For File

r

Read

Read contents
in directory

Read contents in the
file

w

Write

Modify
contents of
directory

Modify contents of
the file

x

Execute

Access
directory

Execute the
contents of the file

Table of ACL parameters

Thus, it limits the ability of EonStor GS/GSe to replicate advanced ACL settings on EonNAS system,
which has additional options for controlling user and group access. To provide a remedial
solution, we have listed a series of comparison tables that describe the results of ACLs after
conducting folder replication.
1. File ACL Parameter Transfer
Because of the limit of Linux system, the EonStor GS/GSe may automatically add an extra
execution privilege if only read control is transmitted.

File ACL Parameters
EonNAS

EonStor GS

r

r_x

r_x

r_x

w

w

rwx

rwx

Table of file ACL parameters transfer
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2. Authority to deny access
In an EonNAS system, the authority to deny access has the top priority to restrict the
user/group ACL. That is, regardless of the user/group’s default access rights, the deny
authority will override other access rights. Due to the limitation of the Linux system, the
EonStor GS/GSe will attempt to keep the settings by combining the advanced ACLs of
EonNAS.

File ACL Parameters
User/Group

EonNAS
Default ACL

EonStor GS
Deny

Rsync ACL

User A

rwx

User A: w

User A: r_x

Group A
(A, B, C)

rwx

Group A: w

Group A: r_x

Group B
(B, C, D)

rwx

User A: r

Group B: rwx

Everyone

rwx

Everyone: w

Everyone: r_x

Table of file ACL parameters combination

The table above shows the combinations of ACL parameters from EonNAS. Basically, you can
treat the deny authority as an ACL filter that blocks the default permissions for a user/group.
Note that because the user in the deny authority list is not in the group, the synchronization
ACL for the third case in the table remains unchanged.
[Note] EonStor GS/GSe may not be able to duplicate the case of deny operation for everyone
or a group unless you add all users one by one.
[Note] The default ACL listed in the table can be used for “Allow” permission on EonNAS.
3. Directory ACL Transfer
The ACL of the directory can be divided into two parts, that is, its own ACL, and the other
part used to inherit its subfolders or files. Based on usage, the settings between the two ACLs
may be different. However, the EonStor GS/GSe will inherit all the user/group permissions
for subfolders or files, regardless of the original ACL settings on EonNAS. You can manually
change the permissions after applying data migration.
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Directory ACL
EonNAS

EonStor GS

Self ACL

User: A, B, C

User: A, B, C

Inherit ACL

User: A, B

User: A, B, C

Table of directory ACL transfer

Command Line Interface
Due to the above limitations of the Linux system, the user may not be able to apply ACL transfer
by following the procedure we demonstrate in the Deploy the Solution section. To this end,
Infortrend provides Linux-based command line interface (CLI) software which helps users
transparently transfer ACL permissions. Unlike the original method, we have to execute the CLI
at the remote site for data migration. Next, we will demonstrate the template of CLI.

Local Site

Remote Site

Source Folder

Request

Target Folder

EonNAS

Data + ACL

EonStor GS/GSe

Retrieve the ACL by executing CLI on remote site

CLI Command Format
Definition of CLI command symbols:
 Angle brackets “<>” represent the essential parameters
 Square brackets “[]” indicate the omissible parameters that are included with default values
 Curly brackets “{}” indicate an alternative to the values
1. Folder replication:
=>> eonsync exec <-i EonNAS_IP> <-u EonNAS_admin> <-p password> <-s source folder of
EonNAS >< -d destination folder on GS> < -z {a|b}@serviceID>
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–i: IP address of EonNAS data port



–u: admin user on EonNAS



–p: EonNAS user password



–s: source folder on EonNAS



–d: destination (target) folder on EonStor GS



–z: controller assignment of the pool in which the target folder is located

For example: =>> eonsync exec -i 172.27.12.123 -u admin -p admin -s
/pool-1/sourcefolder -d /pool-1/volume-a/targetfolder –z a@0
[Note] Using other user accounts may result in unavoidable errors.
2. Create users and groups:
Since the user cannot set user/group ID on EonOne, you have to execute the CLI. The
user/group ID rule is listed in the User/Group ID section.


Create an user:

=>> useradmin user add <Username> <-i User_ID> <-p User_password> <-z a@0>
For example: =>> useradmin user add SRtest -i 100001 -p 11111111 -z a@0
[Note] If the user directory is under home directory UserHome on EonNAS, please assign
the same UserHome directory on EonStor GS/GSe when you apply user ID mapping.
=>> useradmin user add <Username> <-i User_ID> <-p User_password> <-d on
UserHome_directory> <-z a@0>
For example:=>> useradmin user add user1 -i 100105 -p 11111111 -d on
/Pool-1/Volume-1/UserHome/user1 -z a@0


Create a user group:

=>> useradmin group add <Group_name> <-i Group_ID> -u <User_ID> <-z a@0>
For example: =>> useradmin group add IFT -i 100001 -u SRtest -z a@0
[Note] The length of the new password must be greater than or equal to 8.


Add a user in a group:
=>> useradmin group adduser <Group_name> <Username> -z <a@0>
For example: =>> useradmin group adduser IFT SRtest -z a@0
[Note] You can use the command: =>> help useradmin for detailed command
information.
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Deploy the Solution
After introducing the entire potential ramification by using folder replication, now we are ready to
deploy the configuration. To prevent irreversible problems, make sure you have read the limitations
and comparisons we have shown.

Start to deploy
File Replication

Set a file-level
channel

Configuration
on EonNAS

Create a file-level
volume

Get user/group
information

Login NAS CLI

Mapping user/group
ID
Create a target
folder

Apply File
Replication
Complete
configuration

Configuration
on EonStor GS/GSe
Flow diagram for folder replication with ACL transfer
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Step 1. Channel Settings
Please make sure that the remote storage system is connected to at least a file-level data channel
before you start deploying folder replication. Go to EonOne  Settings  Access  Channel &
Network to configure the settings. Note that the default channel settings on EonStor GS/GSe are
set to block-level.

Set a file-level data channel

Step 2. Create a File-level Volume
Before we start migrating data via CLI, we have to create a file-level volume on EonStor GS/GSe via
EonOne. For detailed storage pool and volume configurations, please see EonOne software user
manual.
Step 3. Get the User/Group Information on EonNAS
Before starting the folder replication, the prerequisite is to map local users and user groups from
EonNAS to EonStor GS/GSe to identify their corresponding file ACLs. Please note that we have
listed the maximum user ID of EonNAS within 100100 (possibly with the 100th user mapping or
conflict that already exists on EonStor GS / GSe). Reversely, the sum of the local users and users
mapped to EonStor GS/GSe cannot exceed 99 due to the above ID conflict.
[Note] Please check the user/group ID mapping table and its limitations before data migration.
To check the maximum ID number of the local users on EonNAS, go to Account  User and you can
find the total number of users below the user list. Select the last user listed on the form and click
Edit to check the user ID. For the group ID, go to Account  Group and select the group on the
form. Click Edit to check the group ID.
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User accounts on EonNAS

User ID (UID) on EonNAS

Group ID on EonNAS

To check the maximum number of the local users on EonStor GS/GSe, go to Settings  Privilege 
Users and you can check the total number of users.
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Step 4. Login NAS CLI
Infortrend CLI is based on SSH protocol via open source software PuTTY. Please download PuTTY
online before you are ready to start executing the CLI.
[Note] PuTTY download link: https://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/latest.html
Step 4.1 PuTTY Configuration
Run the PuTTY and enter the IP address (management port) of EonStor GS/GSe in the Host Name
and select SSH at the connection type. The default port number is 22. Click Open to enter the CLI.

PuTTY Configuration

Step 4.2 Login NAS CLI
Currently, Infortrend provides users an account for folder replication with ACL transfer. Please log in
by using the default username and password “iftsup”.
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Log in to Infortrend iftsup account

Step 4.3 Login NAS CLI
To execute the CLI, please enter “NASCLI” and press enter. You may notice that the cursor moves to
the right of the CLI symbol “=>>”.

Move the cursor to NASCLI

To change the user password, you can use the following command:
=>> iftsup on <-p New_password> <-z a@0>
The system will return a successful message:
{"cliCode": [{"Return": "0x0000", "CLI": "Successful"}], "returnCode": [], "data": []}
after the password is changed.
[Note] The length of the new password must be greater than or equal to 8.
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Step 5. Create a User/Group
Each user/group ID is critical for ACL transfer because it is used to determine whether data
corresponding to specific users can be accessed or executed. Unlike the EonNAS system, we cannot
set the user/group ID via EonOne. However, the only way to configure their ID is to execute the CLI.
We have shown the command line format to create users with their corresponding ID in CLI
Command Format section.
[Note] Due to the ID mapping limitation, please make sure whether the maximum user/group ID
exceed the number mentioned in User/Group ID section on EonNAS.
As an example, we have 3 local users on the EonNAS, namely test, SRtest and NASuser1. Thus, we
created 3 identical local users on EonStor GS/GSe for ID mapping by executing the CLI. You may
check the settings via EonOne  Settings  Privilege  Users/ User groups.

Created local user

Furthermore, there is a user group on EonNAS named IFT, including users test and SRtest. Similarly,
we created a same user group on EonStor GS/GSe via executing the CLI. The relationship of the
user/group ID mapping example is listed in the following table.

Created user group
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User/Group ID Mapping Example

User/Group

EonNAS

EonStor GS

test

User ID: 100

100100

SRtest

User ID: 101

100101

NASuser1

User ID: 102

100102

IFT
(test, SRtest)

Group ID: 100

100100

Table of user/group mapping example

Step 6. Create a Target Folder
To allocate a replication repository, you have to create a storage volume and create a shared folder
on the target EonStor GS/GSe. Go to EonOne  Settings  Privilege  Shared folders, click Add
and finish the settings. Note: If you already have a shared folder, skip this step.

Created folder

Step 7. Execute the Folder Replication
Now we are ready to conduct the folder replication. Please follow the folder replication command
line format listed in the CLI Command Format section. Note that due to system limitations and
incompatibilities between EonNAS and EonStor GS / GSe, current folder replication with ACL
transfer can only be executed using command lines folder-by-folder. After the folder replication is
successfully executed, the system will return a message as follows:
{"cliCode": [{"Return": "0x0000", "CLI": "Successful"}], "returnCode": [], "data": [{“msg”: “execute
eonsync successful”, “id”: “Task_ID”}]}
You can also check the transmission progress by entering the command:
=>> eonsync progress <–i Task_ID> -z a@0
[Note] For ACL transfer, the user in the command line format must be the admin user of EonNAS.
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To check the folder ACL on EonNAS, go to Folder  Share and select the folder, and then click Edit.
You can view folder access rights in the middle of the pop-up window. As you can see, the ACL
settings on EonNAS system are more complex than EonStor GS/GSe, which we have explained in
the ACL Limitation section.

Shared folder ACL on EonNAS and EonStor GS/GSe
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